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Learning with Laughter: TEACH sessions as you can! Faculty development and the opportunity to win an extra caffeine boost, join us for as many are awarded a Java-the-Hut gift card. Congratulations to Dr. Preston Edwards for being the TEACH member(s) who attended the most OCPD and/or TEACH sessions. Winners - May 2021 quarterly TEACH Perk Award! The Perk Award is presented each quarter to TEACH Perks June 2021 New TEACH Members Upcoming Events: Join Us!

AZ: Zoom). Sarah Umbarger-Wells (Manager, Education and Faculty Development, Office of TEACH Education Journal Club on Wednesday, August 18 12:00 pm to 1:00 pm (Online via the Poster, Recognition, and Awards Reception to find out the winners!

By the end of this session, participants will be able to: Explain how learners can use the strategies independently to guide learning Discuss a plan for application of the strategies in their own instruction Describe the two key strategies discussed of spaced practice (sometimes called retrieval practice) and retrieval cues

Educator Opportunities: Earn the Title and Recognition! See the AZ: AZLE (Learn Serve Lead) page in the online newsletter. On July 16, 2021, there is an opportunity to apply for a 2021 Learn Serve Lead: The 2021 Learn Serve Lead: The Art of Writing and Getting Published. In 2021 Education Day & Join us for What's New with TEACH? "Screen sharing simplified!

1. Zoom!
   - Zoom! practices!
   - opportunities for confusion when we are screen sharing during learning activities.

2. Learning with Laughter: TEACH sessions as you can!
   - Faculty development and the opportunity to win an extra caffeine boost, join us for as many
   - are awarded a Java-the-Hut gift card.

3. Congratulations to Dr. Preston Edwards for being the TEACH member(s) who attended the most OCPD and/or TEACH sessions.
   - Winners - May 2021 quarterly TEACH Perk Award!
   - June 2021 New TEACH Members

4. Upcoming Events: Join Us!
   - AZ: Zoom). Sarah Umbarger-Wells (Manager, Education and Faculty Development, Office of TEACH Education Journal Club on Wednesday, August 18 12:00 pm to 1:00 pm (Online via
   - the Poster, Recognition, and Awards Reception to find out the winners!

5. By the end of this session, participants will be able to:
   - Explain how learners can use the strategies independently to guide learning
   - Discuss a plan for application of the strategies in their own instruction
   - Describe the two key strategies discussed of spaced practice (sometimes called retrieval practice) and retrieval cues

6. Educator Opportunities: Earn the Title and Recognition!
   - See the AZ: AZLE (Learn Serve Lead) page in the online newsletter. On July 16, 2021, there is an opportunity to apply for a 2021 Learn Serve Lead: The Art of Writing and Getting Published. In 2021 Education Day & Join us for What's New with TEACH? "Screen sharing simplified!

7. Learning with Laughter: TEACH sessions as you can!
   - Faculty development and the opportunity to win an extra caffeine boost, join us for as many
   - are awarded a Java-the-Hut gift card.

8. Congratulations to Dr. Preston Edwards for being the TEACH member(s) who attended the most OCPD and/or TEACH sessions.
   - Winners - May 2021 quarterly TEACH Perk Award!
   - June 2021 New TEACH Members

9. Upcoming Events: Join Us!
   - AZ: Zoom). Sarah Umbarger-Wells (Manager, Education and Faculty Development, Office of TEACH Education Journal Club on Wednesday, August 18 12:00 pm to 1:00 pm (Online via
   - the Poster, Recognition, and Awards Reception to find out the winners!

10. By the end of this session, participants will be able to:
    - Explain how learners can use the strategies independently to guide learning
    - Discuss a plan for application of the strategies in their own instruction
    - Describe the two key strategies discussed of spaced practice (sometimes called retrieval practice) and retrieval cues